OUR VOICE
FEBRUARY 2016
MATTERS ARISING
1) MEMORIAL BUTTERFLY BUSH
A suggestion was made that as the weather is not very
good at the moment the spring time would be a good
time to plant a memorial bush. In the meantime some
planning of this could be arranged such as looking at costs
of memorial plaques etc. Would any group or anybody
like to volunteer to plan this?

2) COFFEE BAR RE-DECORATION
Gordon Pittendricht will arrange colour charts so
everyone can choose the colour they prefer the coffee are
to be painted.
Pink, blue, cream and dark green had been the most
popular colours suggested at a previous “Our Voice”

3) CHRISTMAS ENTERTAINMENT FEEDBACK
There are feedback forms to be completed which asks for
everyone’s feedback which asks for everyone’s feedback
about what they thought about the Christmas
entertainment. Key workers will ensure that everyone has
the opportunity to give their feedback, views and
opinions.

ACTIONS

On-going till Spring
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4) CHRISTMAS FAYRE COFFEE MORNING/SOUP &
SWEET
The Thursday life skills would like to thank everyone who
helped plan & arrange this event as well as everyone who
made, distributed and bought word searches, attended,
helped on the day, donated raffles and bottles or
contributed to this event in any way. Also a hue thank you
to Moyra and Rosie from RRRC kitchen who kindly agreed
to make the soup and puddings for this event.
£
was raised for the adapted bike project
Nikki Marie Stewart also raised £20 from selling lucky
squares to win youngique make-up.

5) PORTABLE MASSAGING CHAIR OR NEW RECLINERS
There is a portable massager already that can fix onto a
seat ad this will be on show so that everyone knows
where they are. Also there are 2 electronic recliners that
are not being used as much as to warrant t buy new ones.

6) ACTIVITY TRAINERS
A suggestion had been made to look into hiring people
who are trained in specific activities to come to RRRC or
elsewhere to give sessions or workshops. Suggestions
made were:
Zumba
Exercise Instructor
Cooking Demonstration
Crafters
Painting
Crochet
Dancing
Relaxation Session
Animal Therapy
Morrice Dancers
Balloon Art

7) ASDANS
Just a reminder that ASDANS are qualifications that
All involved in ASDAN
people can work towards during their day service. RRRC is
now registered to deliver ASDANS. Cafe Connection Ca-Do
cooking group and the Photography group will all be
beginning an ASDAN qualification in the near future. More
information will be given to all individuals and support
workers who will be involved in the qualifications.
AGENDA
1) The Sound of Music theatre trip Feedback
The Sound of music trip took place on January 14th at his
Majesty Theatre in Aberdeen. Everyone who attended is
asked to give some feedback on what they thought about
the trip, Improvements that could be made in the future
ect. Key workers will ensure that everyone has the
opportunity to give their feedback.

2)THE ADAPTED BIKE PROJECT
The Adapted bike project has received 2 new adapted
bikes. The project also received a £200 Donation from the
wood Group Foundation. Gordon Pittendricht will update
the adapted bike notice board in Foyer.

3, MOBILE PHONE POLICY
There has been a policy on mobile phone use for several
years now and it is important that both service users and
staff adhere to this policy. Mobile phones should not be
used during group times and lunch time.
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4) VIEWS, OPINIONS, CHOICES, AND SUGGESTIONS.
The “OUR VOICE” Notice board is in the dining room
Everyone
beside the coffee bar. On the board will be a copy of the
sheet “OUR VOICE” and a suggestion sheet for anything
that people would like included in Our Voice. It is very
Important in Our Voice. It is very Important for people to
give their views, opinions and choices about anything you
want discussed about your day service. If you want to
comment about anything and require assistance then any
member of staff will support you to do this.
5) RRRC 30TH ANNIVERSARY
A suggestion was made to think of ways to celebrate RRRC Everyone
30th anniversary next year please suggest any ideas.
6) SOUNDBEAM SYSTEM
There has been proposal made for the soundbeam to be
Day service management
funded so that it can come to each service every fortnight.
Each day service would have to pay £3,000 a year towards
this. Also the soundbeam would be developed so that
different sessions and themes were made available in
order that service users were getting the test service from
it. Each fortnight different groups and for individuals
would be able to use it. So it would not be at the same
group every time. Management in all day services are to
look at the financial issue of this to make sure that it can
be funded. This will be a management decision.

